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“One of the basic challenges of the 21st Century is assuring international peace and fostering development, in 
the light of the new World balance. Today, there are problems that can only be solved by action at the global 
level. New strategic thinking is required to approach global issues and advance “global public goods”. 
Consequently, international communities must become protagonists of a new strategy to intervene in crisis 
areas and to promote peace, human rights and development with a strategy based on realistic and effective 
foreign common policy. Such a strategy must include the collaborative efforts of diplomatic, economic and 
peace forces actions, while being rooted in the common goal of development of a strong cooperation culture of 
solidarity capable of understanding local needs and providing quick and efficient solutions that are at once 
professional and respectful of human dignity. Such a strategy must rely on cultural expertise and include 
expert knowledge of the theoretical elements of crisis and development management and the capability to 
understand the real comprehensive needs of the populations, and their historical and cultural roots in order to 
give effective answers to them, and to promote peace and development even in the first phases of the 
interventions.  
 
The central position of the university doesn’t mean a sort of elicit action even if it could seem like this. What 
we could like to point out is, on the contrary, that only the enlargement of human mind through the scientific 
research, enriched with the personal experience on the field, can foster a more careful analysis of the problems 
and broad-minded approach to the human being and his needs when is in the emergency situations. This 
university methodology is useful instrument to stimulate the co-operation between people and between 
individuals. It seems anyway to be the case of underling that when we speak of university co-operation in the 
field of humanitarian crises, we don’t want to mean the only exchange of lectures and researchers which is 
usually done in the academic collaboration, even if also this kind of activity seems to be useful. University co-
operation is in fact a more general approaching strategy which is made of analysis and action jointed together, 
of training and research on the field in co-operation between academic world and civil institutions, 
international organisations, volunteers, etc. in order to make possible prevention of crises and humanitarian 
assistance at the same time. That is to say it is not enough to be an expert of this specific field in order to work 
out such a Programme”  

ROME INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR  
https://youtu.be/9Me4K3Hx8Bg    
  
LIBANO UNIVERSITY COOPERATION  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ydJGjJb4wKg&feature=youtu.be 
  
JERUSALEM DIALOGUE POSSIBLE  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Db95tvOUvbg 
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